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form under these specific headings  
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Gateholm Gazette 
 

1) The consideration given to the variety/appropriateness of communication methods 
used in relation to diversity of the tenants e.g. plain language/avoiding jargon during 
communication. 

 Throughout the Covid crisis one tenant (Ben) led a community project by creating a ‘Gateholm 

lock down Gazette’ to keep everyone in the community connected with one and another. He 

also used this Gazette to communicate street events that he was organising to provide a safe 



social gathering for all those who are isolated due to the Covid pandemic, and to bring the 

community together. 

 Ben communicated the information by a Gazette/Newsletter which he made himself at home 

whilst being furloughed from his job. From this idea the ‘Gateholm lock down Gazette’ was 

created.   

 Originally the idea was created by Ben just to cover the lockdown period, as he was relying on 

neighbours to print out the Gazettes.  

 Ben created a professional document which had up to date information each week within it. 

With the use of plain language that was easy to understand for everyone and the colourful 

engaging layout allowed everyone in the street to get involved if they wished by submitting 

news or stories to Ben to update the street with. 

 Ben hand delivered all of the Gazettes with the assistance from a trust worthy local young 

person who would be learning key skills from Ben whilst also staying out of trouble with local 

gangs. 

 Organising the gazette and events kept Ben busy and gave him the satisfaction that he is able 

to bring his street and community together in difficult times. 

 Multiple residents in the street also assisted Ben with all the events and they all came together 

as one during a crisis. 

 
2) The range of topics communicated 

 Any keys news that’s going on in the street was communicated via the Gateholm gazette 

 Promoting residents local businesses such as a tenant in the street has a home baking 

business and her company was promoted in the gazette  

 Street events were organized for the community, with Ben ensuring  Covid restrictions and 

guidance were followed. Events ranged from Street Bingo, Street Quiz Night , Takeaway 

evenings , VE day party and raise a glass event for a tenants family that recently passed.  

 Special mentions for residents birthdays  

 Street raffles and competitions  

 Funding received from Hafod for a street gardening kit. This is available for free rental to all 

residents via a booking system managed by Ben and his neighbour. 

 Street advertisements for anyone wishing to advertise any services or goods. 

 “What’s on this week” – An itinerary of any events or gatherings that may be happening in the 

street to keep everyone connected. 

 Promoting local business offers organized for everyone e.g. Local chip shop – Lead tenant 

organized a 10% off voucher for the whole of the street. 

 
 

3)  The effectiveness of the communication e.g. feedback from tenants/service users, 
social media analytics etc. 

 The feedback I have received from these events have been outstanding. I first heard of the 

event following an ASB call which usually is a negative call. At the end of the call the resident 

in the street who was complaining about an incident changed the subject as they wanted it to 

end on a positive note. The tenant disclosed one resident in the street is doing great 



community project to help keep everyone’s spirits up and connected in a time of crisis. I asked 

the tenant could he email me a bit more information.  

 Other feedback included: 

 Success of a VE day party, which was well organised and raised spirits in the street. 

 Gateholm Gazette kept them connected with activities in the street but also connected them to 

neighbours they had never met before. 

 Gazette has helped a resident get her local cake making business out to all the residents which 

has enabled her to get more business.  

 The effectiveness of updating the street on a weekly basis with events and news enabled all 

residents to come together. 

 Comments on how it felt like the good old days when a community would come together as 

one. 

 Residents would like this to keep going; it’s good to have the community communicating with 

one another. 

 
4) Any lessons learnt and sustainability of the methods. 

 To assist Ben with the sustainability of his project Hafod donated a printer, ink and the 

stationary needed to last him a year to be able to continue the Gateholm Gazette.  

 The original plan was to stop the Gazette once the lockdown had finished, but after speaking 

with Ben about the good work he was doing he decided he would continue but make it a 

monthly Gazette rather than a weekly one. 

 

 
 
Relevant links/Attachments  

- Attachment –  Copy of Gateholm Gazette 
- Attachment –  Email from a resident who gave the initial feedback 
- Attachment –  Pictures 

 
 
 

No late entries will be considered 

 

Please complete and return by noon 20th November 2020 to: 
iona@tpas.cymru   

 

NOTE:  If you wish to send your nomination in Welsh ONLY, the earlier closing date of    noon 
16th November applies so that we have time to translate into English for our judges. 
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